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WC present solutions of seven graph equations i~v&ing the line graph, complement andn-th 
power operations. One such equation L(G) li = d gen~aalizes a result of lul. Aigner. In addition, 
some comments are made :about graphs satisfy@ G” = e. 

We shall present the solutions of seven graph e:quations involviig the line graph 
L(G) of a graph G, the complement 6. and the n.-th power, denoted Gn. The rt-th 
power has the same point set as G, and has two points u and o adjacent if thellr 
distance in G is n or less. A stundu~d fomr of such an equation is one in which the 
maximum number of operations appearing on &her side of the equation is as 
small as possible. me &g;l*ee of an equation is then the maximum number of 
operations on either side of an equation in standard form. For example, the 
degree of the equation G = L(G) is one, since :in standard form it is L(G) = <i, 
and there is one operation on each side of the equation. 

Our goal is to solve all graph equations of degree one and two involving the 
above mentioned operations. After giving our solutions we indicarte which equa- 
tions remain unsolved. 

The equations solved in this paper are: 

d = E(G) m 
L(a) = L(G)" (2) 

I.(G) = @‘, where n 3 2, 0) 
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L(G”) z= @, where m, n a 2, (4) 

L2(G) = G”, where n 3 2, (5) 

L2(G) = 6”, where n 2 2, and (6) 

L2(G) = G”, where IZ 3 2. (7) 

Recall that L2(G) is the second iterated line graph of G. 
Several of these rl:quations can be viewed as generalizations of earlier work. For 

example, equation (1) is a generalization L(G) = 6, which was solved by Aigner 
[ 11. It is interesting to note that Aigner’s solutions are also generalized. There are 
of course other ways to generalize Aigner’s equation, such as (4), but in these 
cases the solution &anges. 

When n = 1 in e:quz.tions (3) and (5), we get L(G) = G, which was solved by 
Menon [4] and van Rooij and Wilf [S]. If n = 1 in (6) and (7), the resulting 
equation was solved by Simic [7]. The equation (4) with m = 1 and it 3 2 was 
solved by Akiyama, Kitneko and Simic [2]; when rt = 1 and m 3 2 in this equation 
there are no solutions. 

Throughout the paper we suppose that a potential solution graph G has p 
points and 4 lines, and in general use the notation and terminology of Harary [3]. 
Occasionally we will mot dew our graphs to have isolated points. When this 
stipulation is made, it shall be stated. 

2. ne s&tion of G = it(G)* 

The corona G10G2 of two graphs with order p1 and p2 is defined as the graph 
obtained by taking one copy of G, and p1 copies of G2 and joining the i-th point 
of 6, to each point in Ithe i-th copy of G2. This term was coined by Frucht and 
Marary, see for example 13, p. 167]. 

In solving equation (l), we restrict our attention to the cases n 3 2, since the 
case n = 1 was solved by Aigner [l]. It is often convenient to write (1) as 

G = L,(G)“. (1’) 

Preparatory to solving this equation we remind the reader that in a graph G, 
d(u, u) denotes the distance between the points u and U. We use &Ix, to 

L(G). 
L(Gj” 

x Ilrnlf y be lines of 6. Then x is adjacent ito y in H if and only if 
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Lemma 2. Four Iiws of G, x0 to x3, @ermine C4 in H if c&(q: q+& 2 IZ et- 1 for 
0 s i s 3. (Addition is taken NEOMO 4.) 

LB 3. If G is a solution to (l), hen G is connected. 

Proof. If G is not co~ected, then the left hand side of (1) is connected w hert :as 
the right hand side is not. U 

4. Any solution to (1) is unicyclic. 

Pro& We must have 3 = q and G is connected by Lemma 3. 0 

We begin the proofs of the important knmas. 

Lemma 5* If G is a cycle, then G is a sobion to (1) if and on& if G = C&,+3. 

Pmof. If c”r = cQn+3, then (1) holds. Conversely, suppose that (CT; is a sckttion. 
Since the radius of G must be at least n + 1 for N has isolated poiTits), g 2 Zbz + 2. 
If g = 2n +2, then H = (n -t- l)& and this does not give a s~otution. hd if 
g 2 2n +4, the minimum degree b(H) 2 3, and here also we get no solution. Thus 
g=2n+3 as required. 0 

For the next lemma we suppose G is a unicyclic sokction to G, but is not a 
cycle. The points of the unique cycle in G are denoted by uo,. . . , ug+ and the 
tree, possibly trivkl, attached t i; the CY& at Vi is called Tie We let 

h(‘T1,)= max {d(Vi, U)), 
1.1 E V(T,) 

the height of Ti. A point u of Ti is called a k-point if d(I+, U) = k, and similarly a 
line e of T is called an k-line if the points of e are at distances k. - 1 and k from 

Lemma 6. &* G is not a cycle, then G is a solution to (1) if and dy if 
G = C2,,+pK1. 

Proof. The proof is divided into cases according to the girth g, which by Lemma 4 
is the length of the only cycle in G. 

Case A, g=4 

Let ei = {t)i, Ui+l}, i = 0 to 3, be the lines of the 4-cycle. We first SIKW that 
h(T) s n + 1, for all a’. If this is r,ot the case, let x and y denote an n + l-lim and 
an n i-2&e of Ti for ~hicb hi II +2. Then the sets of lines {x, ei-I,, y, ei-2) 
and {x, e,, y, e,+I} both detmmine 4-cycles irl H, which is impossible if H 51~ to be 
unicyclic. So hiTi)s rt + 1, for 
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Fig. 1. 

Next consider subcases, (a) h(T,) = y1 t- 1 for some i, and (b) Hun for all i. 
In subcase (a) we lose no generality in supposing h( TO) = n + 1. Ihis implies 
cleg q = 2 for i = l., 2,3. For otherwise H would contain at least two 4-cycles; 
these can be located in a manner analogous to that above. Let x be a l-line of TO, 
on the path from u. to an n + l-point. In order that x not be isolated !n H, To 
must contain at least two line disjoint paths of length n + 1, starting at o)~. This 
implies the existence of two yt + l-lines, y 1 and y, in To. But then the lines yl, y2 
and Q determine a 3-cycle in H, so in subcase (a) there are no solutions. 

In subcase (b) we are given that h(T+ n for each i. We claim that either 
h(T,) = h(T,) = re or tn (T,) = h( 7’S) = n. If not, we suppose, without loss of gener- 
ality., that h(T,), Iz(T,) < IZ. But then the line e3 = {v*, u,) is isolated in H, so the 
claim is proved, and in cc,mplete generalitv we take h(T,) = h(T,) = n. Let uO and _ 
u2 be n-points of To and T2. Let y, to y,, and z1 to z, be the lines of the paths 
from u(, to u. and from . L to u2. Then, if n 3 3 we find at least two 4-cycles in hi 
in the usual manner. Two such 4-cycles are given by the lines y,,, z,,, y,,_ 1, z~.__~ and 

Yn, G9 Yn-19 G-2 So we a re left to consider PI = 2, when deg u1 = deg V~ = 2 lest H 
contain a 3-cycle. In adcition deg u. = deg vz = 3 or W contains two 4qcles. It 
follows that h ( To) := h(.T, I= 2 or many 4-cycles are found in H. So G is the graph 
in Fig. 1, and this Lgraph i!,; e .asily seen not to be a solution. So subcase (b) offers no 
solutions and if G is a solution QO (1) we now have g # 4. 

Case B, ga2n+3 

In this case we get 8(.I1)>2, which is impossible since G has endpoints. 
For further cases, we of course know g # 4, so the following results hold: 
(i) h(T,)Qz+;! -$g, if’ g is even, and 

(ii) h(T,)Qz+3-5(9-t 1). 
To show (i), let g be eve n and /C I-‘. n + 2 -&. If h(‘I’+ k + 3, let x and y be k;- 
and k + 1 -lines of Ti. Let q and z2 be two lines af the cycle which are as far as 
possible from q. Then :c! y, z1 and z2. determine a 4-cycle in H, a contradiction, 
proving (i). Inequality (ii1 is proved simiJ.arly. 

Case C, g=2n+2 

From (i) we ha ve ?z(r) < 1 for all i. Suppose To is nontrivial. Then T,, T,,+l and 
‘I’V,__2 are trivial, or else H contains a 4-cycle. Another 4-cycle results unless, 
rlr.<. . ‘.Gf, q s 3 kc all ,i If two adjacent points of the cvc!e have dqret: t e, then 



there are two endpoints of G at distalIce three, all endpoints of H correspond xo 
lines of the cycle in G. Clearly it is impossible for two such lines to be at nI&tance 
three in H and be endpoints of H. 

But then for each i such that deg V, = 3, the lines {I.I+~, sj and {ai, Vi.+l} have 
degree one in M Thus W has twice as many endpoints as G, but G HZ so 
gf2n-b2. 

Case D, 5Sgd2n 

we split this case into two subcases,, (a) h(T) < n + 2-#g} for all i, a& (b) 
h(‘&) = n + 3-@g}, some i. By (i), in subcase (b), g is odd. In (a), if some ?;: has 
height less than n + 2 -@g}, then a line on th:: cycle at greatest possible distance 
from Uj will be isolated in El. So h(T) = VI + 2 -ag} for all i. So for some i there is 

a point Wi on Ti at distance n + 2, -{#g} frog Uim Then let e, be a line incident with 
Wi for each i. The lines e 3, 1, e e {g/z j1 and etdv determine a 4xycle i3 H, a 
contradiction. 

In suhse (b) h(T) = n f 3 -{$g} for some i. Suppose h(T,) = n +3+&g}, and 
let w. be an endpoint of To. If )t(T+n +2-gg) for k =@g}-- 1, @gj or Ggj+l, 
then a 4-cycle is determined in the usual way. But if not {uo, 135 is isolated in hi. 
This dispenses with subcase (b). 

Case E, g=2n+l 
By (i) and (ii) either 
(iii) h(T)= n + 3 -+$g j = 2 for some i, or 
(iv) h(Ti)= n+2--egjs 1, for all i. 

If we suppose (iii) holds we can show no solutions are obtained using the same 
techniques as in the last case. Thus we suppose (iv) holds. If deg Ui 24, then H 
contains a 4-cycle and if deg Vi = 2, then -1ve get ;an isolated point. So +.jel; ui = 3, 
for ah i and G=C 2n+l * K, which is a solution, as is easily verifkd. 

Case F, g =3 
If g = 3, then by (iii) we know h(T) in+ 1, for all Again we consider 

whether 
(v) h(T) n + for some or 

(vi) n alP i. 
have (v), then h( = n 1. Since TO contains at most 

F + for would have 4-cycks), either or T, height n or 
greater, suppose h(T,) 2 But an + l-line To, an of an n.-line of 
?Tl, an n l-line of TI a 4-cycle in Thus g 3. 

This last case exhausts the possibilities and = C2,r+l K1 is only solution. 

Lemmas and 6 together constitute the: 

The graphs Czpl+:, and C2il_+I 4& are the only graphs without isolated 

SToints mtis&ng (; = L(G)“, n 2 2. 
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The solutions to (1) obtained by Aigncr for n = 1 were C, and C&K,. Thus 
Theorem 1 holds for n 3 1. 

Proof, It sufices to consider connected graphs, for if G is discon. ., 1 lhen G is 
connected. 

Suppose G is a solution to (2). Since 1 V(L(G))l = (E( l ‘<‘j -9 and 
IV(L(G)“)I=q, we have q=bp(p--1). 

Let (d,, . . . , d,) *and (d{, . . . , d;) be the degree sequencei of (7 and G. Note 
that d;= p - 1 - jii. _4nd as lE(G)( = IE(G)l = q =$p(p - I), we have C 4 = 1 di = 
2q = $p(p - 1). Let D1 and 0; denote the degree sums of L(G) and L(G). Then 
Dl-C~(di-l)-C6~-2q and Di=Cd: (d:-Y)=CdF_2q, dnd SO Dl=D$. 

Next let D,, denote the degree sum of L(G)n and suppose P IG) is not 
complete. Then D,,, > D1 for n 2 2. But then Q, > I?{, a contradiction which 
implies that L(G) is complete, and so G = K1,,, if anything. 

If m > 3, hen L(G)” is complete but L(c) is not, thus G is not a solution. If 
m < 3 we again fine1 no solution. But by direct verification & is found to be a 
solution, thus the cnly solution. Cl 

It is now convenient to define a family $ of graphs which will be useful in 
solving the next equation. Let G E 9 if and only if G is unicyclic and either the 
diamefsr d(G) 2 3 or G is disconnected. We now list the graphs in 5 

if t!le girth g of G exceeds four then d(G) = 2. Thus the unique cycle in G has 
length 3 or 4.. If g = 4, then no point can be at distance ck 2 2 from the nearest 
point on the cycle. Similarly if two opposite points on the cycle h:lve degrees 
exceeding two then d(G) < 2. So if g = 4 it is easy to see that only the graph in 
Fig. 2 are in 9. INote that the distance from u to u in 6 is three, and that there 
can be any number of pendant lines at points u and v. 

Fig. 2. 
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A similar analysis for the case g = 3 reveals that only graphs of the types shown 
in Fig. 3 are in S. Observe that in each case the number of pendent lines is 
arbitrary. 

We solve the third equation. 

Proof. If G is not connected then & is complete, thus G caunot be a solution. 
If G is connected, then G must be unicyclic to be a solution. This follows 

because the graphs on either side of tht: equation must %ve the same number of 
points, and this ~WMIS that G has an equal number of points and lines. 

Now if GP 9 ancl G is unicychc, then & == KP but z(0) = Kp is impossible. On 
the other hand if G E s we can consider each type of gralph in s separately and 
verify that C3 :and C,* are the only sol iltions. El 

Theorem 4. The qu&opt ai = & has nb: sohtiorts, yn, n 32. 

Iproof. If G is disconnected then Gn is conne&d, and so L(G”) must be 
connected. The only possible form of G is the following: 

where H is a con netted graph and x is a 1 ,ositive integer In such a graph ii there 
is a point u whose degree is p - 1 in G *. However it is easy to verify that the 
maximum degree of LQG”) is less than p - 1, a contradiction Thus, there are no 
disconnected solttions.~ 

Assume that G is connected, then 6 is unkyclic. Since m 2 2, the only possible 
soktions are I$ and &, as they are the only connected graphs G for which G” is 
unicyclic, m ~2. l3ut neither is a solution. 0 

The next three equations involve 63e 3 eecond iterated LX gr@ t’(G). it will 
be necessary to determine the graphs G for which L’(G) and G have the same 
n\j.mber of points. 
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Fig. 3. 

Lemma 7 L2(G) and G have the same order p and if G is connected then G is a 
cycle or a slsbdivision of K202M, (see Fig. 4). 

Proof, Let p. be the order of L2(G). If G has more than one cycle then pO> p, 
alnd if G is unicyck but not a cycle, then again p0 > p. The same inequality holds 
for trees with a point of degree greater than three and for trees with more th,an 
two points of degree three. On the other hand if G is a tree with fewer than two 
points of degree three and no points of higher degree p. < p, then it is easily 
verified that graphs of the types mentioned in the statement of the lemma satisfy 

PO = P- q 

lkmem 5. For n ‘3 2, the only connected solution to L2(G) = G” is KS. 

Proof. It is immediate that KS is the only cycle which is a solution. We now show 
that co subdivision of K202K1 is a solution. 

Since n 2 Z:, 6” contains at least two copies of I& as subgraphs. But L2(G) 
contains at most oile copy of K4 and this maximum occurs only when the two 
poirns of degree 3 are adjacent. Thus no subdivision of K2 02K1 is a solution. U 

The next two theorems are rather easy, so that proofs are omitted. 

Theorem 6. For n + 2, the only solution to L2(G) = Gn is C2n+3. 

Tlmwem 7, There me no solutions to the equation L’(G) = &, n 2 2. 

em 

We note that. eq,uations (5), (6) and (7) can be easily generalized, replxing 
L*(G) by L”(G). Using the following lemma it is easy to verify that the solutions 
are the same. 

. Let G be a connected graph with p points, and let L”(G) have pm points. 
Then 

(i) for .z ; 3, ;?m = p only when G is a cycle, 
(ii) p3 =r p, wh:!n (3 is a cycle or a graph of the type *shown tn Fig. 5. 
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Note that the graph equation k(c) = G” is essentially the sme as the equation 
(3)) as is easily verifkd by replacing d by H. 

Among fh-st degree equations only 6” = e is not solved. Of course for n = 1 
this reduces to the problem of finding all self-complementary graphs, which was 
done independently by Ringel [S] and Sachs [6]. 

Pmopositlon. The equation G” = G has .so~Iutions of 4zII orders p 3 2n 4- 3. 

Pmof. Let Go = C2n+3, which is cicarly a solution. bt u (and o be two points of 
G,, at distance two. Define Gk by adding Fc points to G and joining each to w. and 
TV (see Fig. 6). Ckarly Gk is a solution for all k. Cl 

Fig. 6. 

‘We have not yet found ah sofutions to G2= G, but have found several 
scEutions, see Fig. 7. 

Fig. 7. 
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